Pedestrian
P
n Hybrid B
Beacons
This new
w type of trafffic signal prrovides a siggnalized peddestrian crosssing at a miid‐block locaation.
It is called a Pedestriian Hybrid Beacon.
B
This signal functtions similarrly to a tradittional pedesstrian
signal in that it stops traffic to
o allow ped
destrians to cross safely while sligghtly differeent in
appearan
nce.

What iss a Pedestrrian Hybrid
d Beacon?
A Pedesstrian Hybrid Beacon or High Intensity
Activated
d Crosswalk (HAWK) is a traffic siggnal that
provides a safer and more efficie
ent environm
ment for
eets. These
e signals
pedestriaans to crosss busy stre
replace
the
trraditional
Red/Yellow
w/Green
pedestriaan crossingg signals. It differs from a
traditional traffic signal in thaat it remains dark
unless a pedestrian
n activates the pushbu
utton at
which tim
me vehiculaar traffic is stopped. Pedestrian H
Hybrid Beaco
ons are in accordance with
Federal Standards
S
an
nd have been installed in
n numerous cities in thee US since 19
990’s.

The Ped
destrian Hyybrid Beaccon Sequence
D
As Driver:
When the pede strian pressses the buttton, approaching
drive
ers will see a FLASHING
G YELLOW fo
or a few secconds
indiccating that they shou
uld reduce speed and
d be
prepared to stopp for a pedeestrian in thee crosswalk. This
OW and theen by a solid
d RED
is followed by a SOLID YELLO
ne. At this p
point,
requiring driverss to STOP att the stop lin
estrian receives a WALK
K indication on the assoociated coun
ntdown timeer. At the end of
the pede
the WALLK indication
n, the pede
estrian is diisplayed a FFLASHING D
DON’T WALK
K indication
n and
motorist sees an ALTERNATING FLASHING RED. Duringg this period
d, motoristss are requireed to
STOP or remain stopped until cro
osswalk is cleared, and tthen may prroceed.

As Pede
estrian:
Pedestriaans press the button an
nd watch the
e pedestriann signal head across thee street. Wh
hen it
changes from a Don
n’t Walk sym
mbol (orangge solid hannd) to a Waalk symbol (walking perrson),
pedestriaans begin crrossing the street in the crosswalkk. When thee Walk symb
bol changess to a
Flashing Don’t Walk with a countdown timer, pedestriians may co
ontinue crossing if alreaady in
the crossswalk but should not beggin crossing if have not lleft the curb
b.
This sequ
uence is show
wn graphicaally below:

What are the advantages of a Pedestrian Hybrid Beacon?
 Pedestrian Hybrid Beacons have shown to increase safety by reducing crash rates at
pedestrian crossings.
 Fewer dangerous driver violations at pedestrian crossings have been confirmed.
 Pedestrian Hybrid Beacons can eliminate driver delay and frustration considering that they
allow drivers to proceed through crossing once it is clear of pedestrians (rather than having
to wait for a green light).
 Traditional Red/Yellow/Green pedestrian crossing signals tend to “blend” to the
background. Pedestrian Hybrid Beacons eliminate this scenario since they only turn on
when a pedestrian wishes to cross the street.
 Pedestrian Hybrid Beacons use less energy than standard traffic signals as they are unlit
when they are not in use.

Pedestrian Hybrid Beacons in Houston?
The City of Houston PWE Traffic Operations staff investigates locations that would be
appropriate for the installation of a Pedestrian Hybrid Beacon. Respective analysis and
identification of funding process take place. The following installations have been completed in
Houston:






Addison at Greenbriar (5400 Greenbriar)
Bay Area at Moon Rock (2500 Bay Area Blvd.)
2300 Blk Berry Rd.
Tidwell at Montgomery W. (6000 W. Montgomery)
Hidalgo at Nordstrom's (5190 Hidalgo St.)

Useful Links:
http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/publications/research/safety/10045/index.cfm

For more information contact:
City of Houston ‐ Public Works and Engineering Department
Traffic Operations Division
Traffic Hotline 832.395.3000
P.O. 1562 Houston, Texas 77251
www.houston311.org

